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Definition of Mutual Information Measures
RILogo implements four mutual information like measures: MI and MIW ⋄P , two commonly used
measures, as well as treeMI and treeMIW ⋄P , which extend the standard measures by a weighting
scheme based on phylogenetic tree distances (new in RILogo).
The standard mutual information measure MI, based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence, for two
base-paired alignment columns i and j is defined as
MIij = Oij log2
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where Oij is the frequency of observed base pairs and Eij is the frequency of expected base pairs
(Gorodkin et al. 1997). The observed and expected frequencies of canonical base pairs at columns
i and j are generally counted as
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where S is the set of all sequences, N = |S|, and si is the i-th base in sequence s. The term Cs
is the phylogenetic distance to the other sequences, see eq. (4) below. θ(si , sj ) is 1 if (si , sj ) is a
canonical base pair and 0 otherwise. θ(si ) is 1 if si is equal to any ti that forms a canonical base
pair (ti , tj ) where t ∈ S and 0 otherwise. Canonical base pairs are the pairs G:C, C:G, G:U, U:G,
A:U, and U:A.
The mutual information based measure MIW ⋄P only considers canonical base pairs and includes a
gap penalty and is defined as
W ⋄P
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with NijG being the number of sequences that contain at least one gap in the two columns i and
j and β = N1 (Lindgreen et al. 2006). Note that MIW ⋄P can become negative if many gaps are
present in columns i and j, and is set to 0 in that case.
While Cs = 1 for all s in MI and MIW ⋄P , Cs is defined in treeMI and treeMIW ⋄P as
Cs = 1 −

davg (s)
Nd
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where davgP
(s) is the average pairwise distance from sequence s to all other sequences in the tree
and Nd = s∈S davg (s).
The term Cs now describes a weighting for each sequence s by its relative average evolutionary
distance to all other sequences. Therefore, the information gained by a base pair is dependent from
the conservation of its host sequence. Here, the sequence conservation is measured by the distance
to all other sequences in the phylogenetic tree. The higher the distance davg (s) is, the lower Cs
becomes. The gained information becomes larger, the higher the sequence conservation is, with
Cs → 1. The information becomes lower if the sequence is very distant and, thus, compensatory
base pair changes are expected by chance, i.e., Cs → 0.
With the normalisation factor 1/N in the calculation of the frequencies Oij and Eij , treeMI and
treeMIW ⋄P can be greater than 0 even for completely conserved columns. To avoid this, the
normalisation can be done by 1/Nd . However, this will remove some information gained by the
tree. Also columns with just one fully conserved column will get an MI of zero.
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